
Dear Author, 

 

ideas 2019 conference is now open for receiving your revised paper based on 

reviewers’comments. We require five documents from you to successfully complete this 

submission phase, which are: 

 

1. Your complete revised paper (with authors information) including figures and tables, in doc or 

docx format. The paper should be formatted in the Springer template provided and should be 

strictly within 10 pages. 

2. A single zip file of all images. Image quality should be of at least 300 dpi. 

3. All authors and co-authors should sign Springer copyright form in PDF. Please send a 

PDF of all signed consents together with the final manuscript and permissions. format. The 

copyright form can be accessed in ideas website “Welcome” module.  

 

4. A ‘Response to Reviewers’ file in PDF format. In this document, you should specify your 

response to each comment from the reviewers, and indicate where and how the paper has been 

changed to take the comment into account. 

5. Excerpts from copyrighted works (including websites) such as illustrations, tables, animations, 

or text quotations are included in the manuscript need to obtain permission from the copyright 

holder (usually the original publisher) for publication. You can obtain permission to reproduce 

figures from other publishers journal articles directly from the article abstract online: 

  

5.1 Go to the article homepage where the figure/table you want to reuse comes from 

5.a Click on the “Request permission” Link 

5.3 Follow the online instructions and select your requirements from the drop down options to 

gain a “quick quote” 

5.4 Read and accept the terms and conditions and download your license 

5.5 Please collect and save all permissions and submit them to me at the very end, together with 

your final manuscript. 

5.6 Please comply with the instructions stipulated in the permission(s) concerning 

acknowledgements or credit lines within your manuscript (e.g., reference to the copyright holder 

in captions) and keep the written confirmation of the permission in your possession with the 

copy of your manuscript. 

5.7 Please be aware that some publishers do not always grant right of reproduction for free. 

Springer will not be able to refund any costs that may have been incurred in receiving these 

permissions. As an alternative, material from other sources should be used. 

6. A document in doc or docx format, containing a single sentence of no more than 30 words 

stating the most significant findings from your paper. 

7. The final papers will go through a routine plagiarism check, and a check for revisions 

suggested by the authors, before publication  

  

By 16 May, 2019 please upload all the above documents on a folder on  the Google Drive. 

 

**Instructions for Revised Paper Submission** 



 

The detailed instructions to upload the above 6 documents are provided below: 

 

1. On your computer, go to drive.google.com 

2. Create a folder and named it only with your paper ID Number - for Instance - ID51 

3. To upload files and folders, drag them into the Google Drive folder. 

4. All file names must have been maned with your paper ID and the document name as 

following: 

ID51 (the name of your folder) 

Inside your folder please uploaded the files as follows:  

ID51_Revised_Paper.docx 

ID51_ Images.zip 

ID51_Images_Copyright.Fomr.pdf(in case you need to) 

ID51_Authors_Copyright_Form.pdf 

ID51_Response_to_Reviewers.pd 

ID51_30word.docx 

5- Click the folder ID51to share it. 

5.1Click Share . 

51.1Under "People," type the email address luciana.pereira.ufabc@gmail.com 

5.1.2Please click the Down arrow to choose how the folder can be used as “Can organize, 

add, & edit” files within the folder.  

5.2 Click Send.  

 

More information on Springer rules can be found here:  https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-

editors/conference-proceedings/conference-proceedings-guidelines 

 

Please follow all these instructions to avoid delays in publication. 

 

Best regards, 

Ideas 2019 Chair 
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